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About AIIM

About the author
John Mancini

Here at AIIM, we believe that information is your most
important asset and we want to teach you the skills to
manage it. We’ve felt this way since 1943, back when this
community was founded.
Sure, the technology has come a long way since then
and the variety of information we’re managing has
changed a lot, but one tenet has remained constant
— we’ve always focused on the intersection of people,
processes, and information. We help organizations put
information to work.
AIIM is a non-profit organization that provides
independent research, training, and certification for
information professionals. Visit us at www.aiim.org.

John Mancini is a Past President of AIIM. He is a wellknown author and speaker on information management
and digital transformation.
As a frequent keynote speaker, John offers his expertise
on Digital Transformation and the struggle to overcome
Information Chaos. He blogs under the title Digital Landfill
(http://info.aiim.org/digital-landfill), has more than 11,000
Twitter followers, 6,000 Linkedin followers, and can be
found on most social media as @jmancini77. He has
published more than 25 e-books, the most recent being:
n GDPR After the Deadline

n Automating Compliance and Governance
n How does the Office 365 Revolution Impact
Governance and Process Automation?
n Enhancing Your RPA Implementation with
Intelligent Information
n The State of Intelligent Information Management:
Getting Ahead of the Digital Transformation
Curve
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ABOUT THIS SURVEY

About AIIM’s Industry Watch Research
Over two years ago, AIIM introduced the concept of Intelligent Information Management, or IIM, and began researching
the connections between IIM and Digital Transformation.
AIIM’s IIM roadmap provides the following key capabilities:
n CONTENT SERVICES – a flexible and modular approach that utilizes content and information wherever and
whenever it is needed, independent of the legacy ECM preoccupation of where it is stored;
n PROCESS SERVICES – process tools that can be delivered with the simplicity of an app, but within a
framework that allows the business to remain in control; and
n ANALYTICS SERVICES – automated tools to prepare ALL of its information – both structured and
unstructured – for machine learning.

µ Business Process Management (BPM)
µ Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
µ Case Management
µ Decision Management

PROCESS
SERVICES

I

µ Data Recognition, Extraction,
and Standardization
µ Metadata and Taxonomy Management

T

N

T

ANALYTICS
SERVICES

E

Analytics Services

CONTENT
SERVICES

NAGEM

Process Services

IGENT
L
L
E

I

N

R M AT I O
O
F
N
MA

µ Multi-Channel Capture
µ Content Migration, Integration,
and Collaboration
µ Document Management
µ Records Management
and Preservation

N

Content Services

µ PII Identification and Protection
µ User Personalization

The term SERVICES is intentional in this definition, because a modern enterprise must be able to link these capabilities
together on the fly to respond to a continually changing business environment.
Our 2019 Industry Watch research program looks at the impact of the rising tide of information chaos, its impact on
the effectiveness of Transformation initiatives, the adoption rates of core IIM technology building blocks, and IIM best
practices.
Our focus areas this year (with release dates in parentheses) are:
n State of Industry – Content Services (March)
n Modernizing the Information Toolkit – Building an Effective Strategy for Content Integration & Migration (April)
n IIM Best Practices – Implementing a Digital Workplace Strategy (June)
n IIM Best Practices – Incorporating Intelligent Capture in Your Digital Transformation Strategy (July)
n You’re working TOO hard – Using Intelligent Automation to Save Time, Money, and Effort (August)
n Accessible AND Secure - Best Practices for Automating Your Information Governance (October)
n Uncovering the Secrets to Success with Office 365 (November)
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About this Survey
We value our objectivity and independence as a non-profit industry association. The results of the survey and the
market commentary made in this report are independent of any bias from the vendor community.
The survey was taken using a web-based tool in early September 2019.
The survey sample was a mix of respondents from the AIIM population (in the AIIM database, but not necessarily AIIM
members – about 40% of the total) and a sample of respondents completely independent of AIIM (about 60%). The
non-AIIM respondents were drawn from this sample:
Primary role in organization
n Owner or Partner
n President/CEO/Chairperson
n Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
n Senior Management
n Chief Technical Officer (CTO), C-level executive
Field of expertise
n Technology Implementation
n Executive Leadership
A total of 230 individuals participated in the survey.
The core areas of responsibility for the survey participants were: 41% information technology/IT; 25% DM, CM, and
RM; 14% line of business; and 10% compliance, security, legal.
80% of participants were from organizations with > 100 employees; 37% from organizations with > 1000 employees.
Organizations with less than 10 employees were excluded.
55% of the participants were from outside the United States and Canada.
The largest industry segments represented in the survey were:
n Public Sector

n Finance, Banking, Insurance

n Manufacturing, Aerospace, Food, Processing
n IT & High Tech

Which is the best description of the department in which you work?
41%

25%
14%

Records, document, or
content management

Line of
business

10%

Information Compliance, Security,
technology/IT
Legal

9%

Other

© AIIM
www.aiim.org
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10 -10 0

100-1 000

over 1000

W here is your organization headquartered?
45%
W here is your organization headquartered?
45%

32%

32%

18%
18%
5%5%
1% 1%
U S an d

U S an
C ad
nada
C a nada

U K an d

U KE an
M EdA
EMEA

A sia /P acific

A ustra lia /

M exico an d

A sia/India
/P acific N ewAZustra
exico an d
ealanlia
d / C eM
ntral/
/India
N ew Z ealan d S o uth
C e ntral/
A m erica
S o uth
A m erica

Which of the following best describes the primary
business
of your
organization?
Which of the
following
best
describes the primary

business of your
3% organization?

Other
Legal and Professional Services
Document Services Other
Provider
Media,
Entertainment,
Publishing
Legal and Professional Services
Telecoms, Water, Utilities
Document Services Provider
Retail, Transport, Real Estate
Media, Entertainment, Publishing
Healthcare
Telecoms,
Water,
Utilities
Engineering
& Construction
Retail, Transport, Real
Estate
Consultants
Energy, Oil Healthcare
& Gas, Mining
Manufacturing,
Aerospace,
Food, Process
Engineering
& Construction
Non-Profit, Charity
Consultants
Education
Energy, Oil & Gas, Mining
IT & High Tech
Manufacturing,
Aerospace,
Food, Process
Government
& Public
Services National/International
Non-Profit,
Finance,
Banking, Charity
Insurance
Government & Public ServicesEducation
- Local/State

6%

2% 3%
2%
3%

2%
2%
2%

2%

6%

3% 4%

6%

4%
4%

3%

10%

6%

4%
3%

10%

6%
7%

12%
9%

12%
12%

6% 8%

IT & High Tech
9%
Government & Public Services National/International
7%
Finance, Banking, Insurance
Government & Public
Servicesto- Local/State
Relative
other organizations that you consider be8%
in your peer

12%

group or industry, would you consider your organization to be
above average, average, or below average?

Additional reading from AvePoint: Airways case study New Zealand “We want
to make it easy to use a compliant environment. Our plan is that if someone wants a
Low performing
SharePoint site
Group, Cloud Governance can help them ﬁll out
a questionnaire
performing
organizations
Relative
toor12%
other
organizations that you considerHigh
be
in your peer
organizations
to label everything
for them and get approval, so they can self-serve
to improve
productivity.”
Ryan,would
Digital Information
Analyst
, Airways
New33%
Zealand
group —
orJenny
industry,
you consider
your
organization
to be

above average, average, or below average?
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organizations

12%

High performing
organizations

Engineering & Construction
4%
Consultants
2%
Energy, Oil & Gas, Mining
4%
Manufacturing, Aerospace, Food, Process
12%
Non-Profit, Charity
3%
Education
6%
We asked a qualification question – “Are
you
familiar
with
how
your
organization
approaches
questions related to
IT & High Tech
9%
Information
Governance?”
–
prior
to
initiating
the
survey.
In
addition,
during
the
survey
we
asked
respondents to
Government & Public Services National/International
7%
self-assess the performance of their organization (“profitability” for companies; “effectiveness” for non-profits and
Finance, Banking, Insurance
12%
governmental agencies) relative to other organizations in their peer group and score their performance as either
Government & Public Services - Local/State
8%

BEST PRACTICES FOR AUTOMATING INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

“above average” (33%), “average” (55%), or “below average” (12%). Throughout this eBook, we have broken
out some of the responses by these categories – “high performing organizations,” “average organizations,” “low
performing organizations” – to establish the link between organizational performance and profitability and IIM
maturity and effectiveness.

Relative to other organizations that you consider be in your peer
group or industry, would you consider your organization to be
above average, average, or below average?
Low performing
organizations
12%

High performing
organizations
33%

Average organizations
55%

In our survey, we asked a few questions identical to those asked in a 2014 survey in order to help identify shifts and
trends in the marketplace. Lastly, we have also used data from previous AIIM market research reports to illustrate
particular points; these specific reports are footnoted.
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Accessible AND Secure – Best Practices
for Automating Information Governance
Every organization is on – or should be on – a Digital Transformation journey.
79% of organizations realize that they must transform into true digital businesses in order to survive. As the currency
that fuels and funds the journey, information is an organization’s most valuable asset.1

How important is DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION to your organization?
For 79%, Digital Transformation is key.
40%

39%

How important is DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION to your organization?
For 79%, Digital Transformation is key.
20%

40%

39%

2%
V ery
im p ortan t

Im porta nt

20%

S om e w h at
im porta nt

N o t im p ortan t
at all

A rising tide of information chaos and confusion imperils these Digital Transformation journeys. The volume, velocity,
2%
and variety of information that
most
organizations
need to manage,
store,
and protect
now exceeds their ability to even
Think
about
the huge amounts
of data and
information
currently
marginally keep pace with big content challenges.

coming into our organization (call this current volume “X”) –

V ery
Im
portathis
nt volume
S omwill
e into
w hbe
attheir
oorganizations
t im p ortan t to grow from X to 4.2X over
On average, organizations expect What
the
volume
information
coming
do youofpredict
in 2N years?
im p ortan
im to
porta
at all
over t60% of this information
be nt
unstructured
the next two years2 and they expect
The volume of information expected to (like a contract or a conversation)
or semi-structured (like an invoice or a form).3

grow from X to 4.2X.

25%the huge amounts of data and information currently
Think about
21%
coming into our
organization (call this current volume “X”) –
What do you predict
16% this volume will be in 2 years?
The volume of information expected to
10%
grow from
X to 4.2X.
2%
X

25%
2X

7%

5%

6%

3X

5%
2%

21%
16%
4X

5X

6X

7X

8X

9X

10X

10%
7%your organization.
Think about ALL of the information in
What would
6%
5%
5%
be your best guess for the percentage of the total 2%
that is
2%
unstructured INFORMATION?
Over
60%
of
sprawl
X
2X
3X information
4X
5X
6X
7X is unstructured
8X
9X
10X
– i.e., content.
23%

9
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2X
3X
4X
5X
6X
7X
8X
9X
10X
Think about ALL of the information in your organization. What would
be your best guess for the percentage of the total that is
unstructured INFORMATION?
Over 60% of information sprawl is unstructured
– i.e., content.
23%
19%

18%

11%
8%

9%

9%

1%
90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

2%
10%

Leading organizations understand these core Information Governance trends and are structuring their strategies
around them:
1 – Relative to five years ago, there has been a modest but definite shift in the strategic importance organizations
place upon effective Information Governance.
2 – The risk/benefit profile that organizations attach to Information Governance is becoming more mature.
3 – New approaches are needed when it comes to internally “selling” Information Governance.
4 – First generation tools are being widely used to move beyond legacy paper-based records management
strategies and automate core Information Governance processes.
5 – There is a clear gap between good intentions and reality when it comes to the adoption of next generation tools
like AI and machine learning to automate Information Governance.
One of the key challenges of effective information management is that users don’t want
to do it. That is, they already have jobs and often information management is seen as
administration, or overhead, or busy work. And even if they did, it’s not what they are trained
to do. So to be effective, organizations have to embrace the approach of “streamline and
automate.” To paraphrase Einstein, governance and compliance tasks need to be made
as simple as possible (but no simpler). And they need to be automated to the maximum
extent possible – ideally users have no idea that things like information security and records
management are even happening. (Source: AIIM CIP Study Guide)

Additional reading from Shinydocs: The exponential growth of enterprise
information is beyond human scale and it’s showing no signs of slowing down.
Machine learning tools that can turn information into insight without changing the way
users work mitigate against risk, meet compliance requirements and drive effciencies.

1
2
3

AIIM, 2019, State of the Industry – Content Services, Overall N = 307
AIIM, 2018, Automating Governance and Compliance, Overall N = 275
AIIM, 2018, Enhancing Your RPA Implementation with Intelligent Information, Overall N = 226
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1. Relative to five years ago, there has been a modest
but definite shift in the importance organizations
place upon effective Information Governance.
For too long, Information Governance has been viewed by organizations as something more akin to good hygiene
or eating more fiber – things you should do, but that aren’t necessarily pleasant. Due to the explosion of information
chaos and the increasing importance of information and data to the value delivered by organizations, this appears to
be changing.
The good news is that 73% of organizations see Information Governance as “important” or “critical” to their business
strategy. Organizations have long made a link between all of the information flowing into their organizations and
the compliance and legal risk this information carries. Something bigger is now in play – an increasing connection
between information governance and strategy.
The percentage of organizations saying that they have “robust, enterprise-wide information governance policies”
nearly doubled over the past five years – from 14% to 25%. There is a marked difference in Information Governance
effectiveness between high-performing organizations (those self-describing their performance as better than their
peer group) and low-performing organizations. 42% of leading organizations say they have “robust, enterprise-wide
information governance policies,” compared to only 7% of low performers.

How mature are your information governance and records management policies?
High performing organizations

Robust,
enterprise-wide
42%

Some
departments
13%
No formal
policy
5%
Plans for
an enterprise
strategy
24%

Policies exist,
but immature
16%

Average organizations

Low performing organizations
Robust,
enterprise-wide
7%

Robust,
enterpriseSome
wide
departments
18%
29%
Policies exist,
but immature
Plans for
25%
an enterprise
strategy
25%

Policies exist,
but immature
29%

No
formal
policy
3%

Plans for
an enterprise
strategy
3%
No formal
policy
7%

Some
departments
54%

But that doesn’t mean thatWhat
the battle
elevate
importance
of information
governance
is over, even for leading
have to
been
yourthe
three
biggest issues
in creating
a
organizations. 45% of organizations say their C-level executives are “not engaged at all” or only “somewhat engaged”
information governance policy? -- 2019
when it comes to Information Governance, despite its strategic importance.
The biggest issues
in creating
an information
Having
the right people
at the table governance policy are the usual suspects:
37%
1. Having theEnforcing
right people
the table (37%);
it once itat
is completed

34%

2. Enforcing
thethepolicy
it is completed
(34%); and
Translating
policiesonce
into system
rules

31%

3. Translating
themanagement
policy intoendorsement
system rules (31%).
Getting senior

30%

Allocating sufficient time from the day jobs

30%
29%

Extending coverage from records to all stored content
Trying to nail down a single classification and taxonomy
Identifying the legal requirements
11 page
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Getting
anybody to be interested

Trying to cover too many scenarios

23%
22%
22%
21%

42%

Plans for
an enterprise
Policies exist,
strategy but immature
24%
16%

3%

formal
policy
3%

Policies exist, 25%
but immature
Plans for
25%
an enterprise
strategy
25%

but immature
29%

No formal
Plans for
policy
an enterprise
strategy 7%
3%
No formal
policy
7%

departments
54%
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No
Policies exist,
but immature
16%

formal
policy
3%

What have been your three biggest issues in creating a
information governance policy? -- 2019
Having the right
people
at the
table your
What
have
been

three biggest issues in creating a37%
Enforcing it once it isinformation
completed governance policy? -- 2019
34%

Translating
into system
Havingthe
thepolicies
right people
at the rules
table
Getting senior
management
endorsement
Enforcing it once it is completed

31%

37%
30% 34%
30%
31%

Allocating
sufficient
time from
the day rules
jobs
Translating
the policies
into system
Extending coverage
from records
to all stored
content
Getting senior
management
endorsement

23%

Trying to nail Allocating
down a single
classification
and
sufficient
time from
thetaxonomy
day jobs
thetolegal
requirements
Extending coverage Identifying
from records
all stored
content

22%

Getting
anybody toand
be interested
Trying to nail down a single
classification
taxonomy
Trying to cover too many scenarios
Identifying the legal requirements
Being overly ambitious in scope and detail
Getting anybody to be interested
Trying to cover too many scenarios

22%
23%
21%
22%

29%
30%

30%
29%

20%
22%
21%

There have been some
changes
in
the
relative
importance
theseinissues
overanthe past five years that hint at
What
have
been
your three
biggestof
issues
creating
Beingsignificant
overly ambitious
in scope
and
detail
20%
some of the larger changes going on in theinformation
world of Information
Governance.
governance policy? -- 2014

What have
been your
Getting senior management
endorsement

three biggest issues in creating an
information governance policy? -- 2014
36%
Having the right people at the table

Getting
anybody to endorsement
be interested
Getting senior
management
Enforcing it once it is completed
Having the right people at the table
Allocating sufficient time from the day jobs
Getting anybody to be interested
Extending coverage from records to all stored content
Enforcing it once it is completed
Translating the policies into system rules
Allocating sufficient time from the day jobs
Trying to nail down a single classification and taxonomy
Extending coverage from records to all stored content
Being overly ambitious in scope and detail
Translating the policies into system rules
Trying to cover too many scenarios
Trying to nail down a single classification and taxonomy
Identifying the legal requirements
Being overly ambitious in scope and detail
Trying to cover too many scenarios

36%

30%
20%

9%
8%

43%

35%
34%

18%
11%

35%
36%
34%
36%

43%

30%

20%
18%

11%

9%
8%

Identifying the legal requirements

Agree or Disagree?

The biggest declines from 2014 to 2019 – 1) Getting anybody to be interested (-14 percentage points) and 2) Getting
Automated
the only
waydifficult
to keeptoupget C-level engagement, there is
senior management endorsement (-13
points) –classification
suggest thatiswhile
it is still
a shift in the right direction.
with the volumes coming at us.

Agree or Disagree?

The biggest increases from 2014 to 2019 suggest both the explosion of information volume, variety, and velocity as
somewhat disagree
completely
disagree isresponses
nothe
opinion
Automated
only way
toGDPR)
keep up
somewhat
agree
completely
agree
well as the rising compliance
hurdles
created
byclassification
government
(like
to
deal with
it:

with the volumes coming at us.

n Identifying the legal requirements (+14 points)

somewhat
disagree
completely
disagree
n Trying to cover
too many
scenarios
(+12 points)

2014

3% 14%

no opinion

n Translating the policies into system rules (+11 points)
n Being overly ambitious in scope and detail (+9 points)

2014

3% 14%

2019

5% 11%

41%

34%

somewhat agree

34%

10%

10%

32%
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Trying to nail down a single classification and taxonomy
Being overly ambitious in scope and detail
Being overly ambitious in scope and detail
Trying to cover too many scenarios
Trying to cover too many scenarios
Identifying the legal requirements
Identifying the legal requirements

11%
11%
9%
9%
8%
8%

18%

BEST PRACTICES FOR AUTOMATING INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
There are also encouraging signs of Information Governance progress when it comes to the flip side of information
retention, simply getting rid of ROT (information that is Redundant, Obsolete, or Trivial), and doing so safely and confidently.

Agree or Disagree?
Agree or Disagree?
Automated classification
is the only way to keep up
Automatedwith
classification
is
the onlyatway
the volumes coming
us.to keep up
with the volumes coming at us.

somewhat disagree
somewhat disagree

2014
2014

completely disagree
completely disagree

3% 14%
3% 14%

2019
2019

somewhat agree
somewhat agree

34%
34%

5% 11%
5% 11%

completely disagree
completely disagree

12%
12%

41%
41%

32%
32%

2019
2019

no opinion
no opinion

31%
31%

6% 14%
6% 14%

completely agree
completely agree

10%
10%

Agree or Disagree?
Agree or that
Disagree?
We feel confident
we can identify
We feel what
confident
that
can identify
is safe to we
delete.
what is safe to delete.

somewhat disagree
somewhat disagree

2014
2014

no opinion
no opinion

32%
32%

41%
41%

somewhat agree
somewhat agree

completely agree
completely agree

6%
6%

31%
31%

Just Getting Started? 6 Questions to Ask About Each of Your
Current Systems (AIIM CIP Study Guide)
l How old is the system and where is it in its lifecycle? That is, is the system
a current version and/or still supported by the vendor?
l Is it customized or integrated with any other systems?
l Where is it physically located? This is often a significant issue for
multinational organizations, and governmental entities, because of privacy and
data protection concerns.
l Who owns the system (and therefore the data on it)? IT is a custodian, but
ultimately the business is the steward and owner of the information on those
systems.
l How will you find out where rogue or shadow IT systems, likely
unsupported by IT, are being used? Common examples include file sharing
systems, personal email, and communications applications.
l How will you find where “one-off” tools like Access databases, Lotus Notes
applications, authoring tools, business-deployed SaaS applications, and
single-seat applications are being used?

13 page
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2. The risk/benefit profile that organizations
attach to Information Governance is becoming
more mature.
The perceived risks associated with an Information Governance failure are expanding beyond the original concerns
focused on legal risk and now reflect the rising scope of compliance and security concerns.
n Loss of customer confidence or bad publicity from data loss – 41%
n Regulator action from loss/exposure of personally identifiable information (Data Protection) – 38%
n Loss of intellectual property or company confidential information – 35%

Which of the following do you consider to be the biggest risks to your
company from a failure of information governance?
Poor outcome of customer/supplier disputes due to gaps in communications trail

28%
26%

Audit qualifications due to inadequate records

34%

Excess litigation costs or damages resulting from poor records keeping

33%

Inability to respond to requests (e.g. Freedom of Information)
Infringement of industry-specific compliance regulations

22%

Criminal prosecution for allowing personally sensitive data to be lost

21%

Fines resulting from poor records keeping

21%
38%

Regulator action from loss/exposure of personally identifiable information (Data Protection)

41%

Loss of customer confidence or bad publicity from data loss

35%

Loss of intellectual property or company confidential information

This reflects a bit of a change from the top risks reported in 2014:

Which three of the following do you consider to be the biggest benefits
to your company from good information governance?

n Excess litigation costs or damages resulting from poor records keeping – 40%
n Loss of intellectual property or company confidential information – 37%
Pro-actively support patents, litigation, healthcare, tax collection, etc.

28%

n Inability to respond to requests (e.g., Freedom of Information) – 31%
Support for potential big data/analytics initiatives

36%

n Loss of customer confidence or bad publicity from data loss – 31%
Better reputation/improved shareholder value

31%
The many security breaches over the past five years have clearly raised the stakes for information
mismanagement,
Better
customer/supplier
relationships
representing an opportunity for the Information Governance strategies needed to mitigate this risk. 38%
Likewise, the
European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)
all audits
of the GDPR19%
derivatives in other countries and at the
Faster and
cheaperand
financial
state level in the U.S. have pushed
“regulator action from loss/exposure of personally identifiable information (PII)”
More personalized and accurate service to customers
37%
into a top concern.
Reduce storage and infrastructure costs

33%

Faster response to events, accidents, press activities, FOI enquiries, etc.

45%

Exploit and share our knowledge resources

33%
Additional reading from Hyland: Automate document retention and improve
compliance with Hyland and Iron Mountain

Which of the following elements are included in your information
governance policy? (Please check all that apply)
Deletion and disposition processes
© AIIM 2019 www.aiim.org
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Poor outcome of customer/supplier disputes due to gaps in communications trail

28%
26%

Audit qualifications due to inadequate records
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litigation costs or damages resulting from poor records keeping
34%

33%

Inability to respond to requests (e.g. Freedom of Information)

Which of the following do you consider to be the biggest risks to your
Infringement of industry-specific compliance regulations
22%
company
from a failure
information
governance?
On the benefit side of the equation,
organizations
are of
moving
beyond
simple storage cost reduction as a primary driver

21%
prosecution
for allowing
personally sensitivecosts”
data to bewas
lost the most important
– in 2014, Criminal
“Reduce
storage
and infrastructure
benefit, cited by 55%. Organizations are
Poor outcome
customer/supplier
disputesof
duethe
to gaps
communications
trail
maturing
in of
their
understanding
linkinbetween
Information
Governance
and
28%customer experiences. Current top
21%
Fines resulting from poor records keeping
benefits are:
Audit identifiable
qualifications
due to inadequate
records
26%
Regulator action from loss/exposure of personally
information
(Data Protection)
38%
n Faster
response
to
events,
accidents,
press
activities,
FOI
enquiries
– 45%
Excess litigation
costs
or
damages
resulting
from
poor
records
keeping
34%
41%
Loss of customer confidence or bad publicity from data loss
n Better customer/supplier
relationship
– 38%
Inability
to
respond
to
requests
(e.g.
Freedom
of
Information)
33%
35%
Loss of intellectual property or company confidential information
n More personal
and accurate
service
to customers
Infringement
of industry-specific
compliance
regulations – 37%
22%
21%

Criminal prosecution for allowing personally sensitive data to be lost

21%

Fines resulting
records keeping
Which
three offromthepoorfollowing
do you consider to be the biggest benefits
Regulator action from loss/exposure of personally identifiable
information
(Data
38%
to your companyProtection)
from good information governance?
Loss of customer confidence or bad publicity from data loss
Pro-actively support patents, litigation, healthcare, tax collection, etc.
Loss of intellectual property or company confidential information
Support for potential big data/analytics initiatives

28%

Better reputation/improved shareholder value

41%

35%
36%
31%
38%

Better customer/supplier relationships

Which Faster
threeand
of cheaper
the following
do you consider
to be the biggest benefits
financial audits
19%
to
your
company
from
good
information
governance?
More personalized and accurate service to customers
37%

Pro-actively support patents,Reduce
litigation,storage
healthcare,
tax collection,costs
etc.
and infrastructure

33%

28%

Faster response to events,
accidents,
press activities,
FOI enquiries,
etc.
Support
for potential
big data/analytics
initiatives

45%

36%
31%33%

Exploit
and share our knowledge
resources
Better
reputation/improved
shareholder
value

38%

Better customer/supplier relationships

Faster and cheaper financial audits
19%
The internal policy environment
surrounding Information Governance – and the ability of organizations to automate
More personalized and accurate service to customers
37%are focusing their efforts on
the followingimportant
elements are
included
your information
consistency with their own policyWhich
– is anofincreasingly
arena.
Manyinorganizations
Reduce
storage
and
infrastructure
costs
these three key policy components:
33%
governance policy? (Please check all that apply)
Faster
response
to
events,
accidents,
press
activities,
FOI
enquiries,
etc.
n Access/confidentiality – 61%
45%
Deletion and disposition processes
41%
Exploit
and
share
our
knowledge
resources
n Data protection and PII – 61%
33%
37%
Audit of compliance
n Information retention – 56%
34%
Legal holds and e-discovery
Content in archive/back up
Devices outside of corporate
and home)
Which control
of the(BYOD
following
elements

37%
34% in your information
are included

Mobile access
and on-device storage
governance
policy? (Please

Information in motion - laptops, USB sticks, etc.
Deletion and disposition processes
Use of cloud-based content sharing
Audit of compliance
Laws and regulations in multiple jurisdictions
Legal holds and e-discovery
Data protection and personally identifiable information
Content in archive/back up
Access/confidentiality
Devices outside of corporate control
(BYOD and home)
Information
Mobile access and
on-deviceretention
storage

check all that
38% apply)
42%
41%
40%
37%
39%
34%
37%
34%

Information in motion - laptops, USB sticks, etc.
Use of cloud-based content sharing
Laws and regulations in multiple jurisdictions

56%

38%
42%
40%
39%

Data protection and personally identifiable information
Access/confidentiality
Information retention

15 page
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6 Signs That Information Governance is Lacking (Source: AIIM CIP Study Guide)
l Information is kept beyond its usefulness to the organization. This
increases costs and potential legal liabilities and can significantly increase the
risks associated with a data breach or other information loss or disclosure.
l Responses to inquiries take too long: from a customer service perspective,
from an internal operational perspective, and even in terms of responses to
legal or regulatory requests.
l The organization stores too much redundant, obsolete, and trivial
information. This could include things like personal files, a folder called “1999
Forecasts,” a folder called “Bill’s Files,” and so forth.
l There is significant uncertainty as to whether a particular document is
the correct version, the most up-to-date version, or just a copy.
l There is information or information-related systems that seem to have no
specific owner – or in some cases multiple owners such that nobody takes
responsibility for it.
l The use of personal devices – flash drives, smart phones, personal email
– to access corporate systems is uncontrolled or ungoverned.

© AIIM 2019 www.aiim.org
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3. New approaches are needed when it
comes to “selling” Information Governance.
In general, organizations understand that they are not investing sufficiently in Information Governance capabilities. 43%
of organizations feel they are spending too little relative to information risk, while only 14% feel they are over-spending.

How appropriate do you think your organization’s spending on information
governance is relative to the information risk you face?
How appropriate do you think your organization’s
spending on information
42%
governance is relative to the information risk you face?
42%
26%
17%

26%

11%

17%
11%
It’s much too
It’s too low
It’s just about
low relative
relative to the
right relative
to the risk
risk we face.
to the risk
we face.
we face.
It’s much too
It’s too low
It’s just about
low relative
relative to the
right relative
to the risk
risk we face.
to the risk
So how can organizations breakwethrough
this logjam? Howwecan
face.
face. they

3%

3% too
It’s much
high relative
to the risk
we face.
It’s too high
It’s much too
relative to the
high relative
risk we face.
to the risk
adjust their Information
Governance spending to
we face.

It’s too high
relative to the
risk we face.

match the level of the challenge they face? Clearly, generic “value” propositions don’t work. When asked to think about
the most effective way to internally
Information
Governance
approaches
In your“sell”
organization,
what
is the mostprojects,
effectivetwo
way
to “sell” emerge.

the importance of information governance projects?
In your
38% organization, what is the most effective way to “sell”
36%
the importance of information governance projects?
38%

26%

36%

26%

As a specific initiative focused
on reducing information risk
and compliance concerns,
and cutting across multiple
As
a specific initiative
focused
departments
and processes.
on reducing information risk
and compliance concerns,
and cutting across multiple
departments and processes.
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As a necessary element in a
project with specific business
process objectives (i.e., sound
governance is embedded as
As aofnecessary
element in a
part
process automation).
project with specific business
process objectives (i.e., sound
governance is embedded as
part of process automation).
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The first approach is to directly sell Information Governance projects against specific risk and compliance process
concerns. The rising tide of GDPR-like regulations means that organizations at scale cannot hope to use traditional
manual records management approaches to solve these problems. Unlike generic Information Governance
approaches, specific compliance concerns usually carry very specific pain points and very specific owners.
The second approach – deemed most effective by 36% of organizations and related to the first – is to approach
Information Governance more obliquely, not as an end in itself, but as a necessary element in a specific process
automation initiative. In an earlier survey, 58% of organizations agreed with the statement, “Information Governance is
better sold indirectly – as a byproduct of automation and customer experience – than head-on.”4

Why is it important to take Information Governance out of the hands of
individual users? (Source AIIM CIP Study Guide)
l Users don’t have time. Every organization wants to do more with less, and
every minute spent “doing records management” is a minute not spent selling,
or buying, or managing, or engineering, or whatever it is they do for their
primary job.
l Users don’t have the interest. Records management is incredibly important,
but if you’re a doctor or engineer or salesperson, you want to do those
things, not things that aren’t related to the or that are considered overhead or
administrative tasks.
l Users don’t have the expertise. In many organizations, staff get a short
training on records and information management when they join and perhaps an
annual refresher. In other organizations they get no training at all.

4

AIIM, 2019, State of the Industry – Content Services, Overall N = 307
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4. First generation tools are being widely used to
move beyond legacy paper-based records
management strategies and automate core
Information Governance processes.
Perhaps the greatest change over the past five years has been the increasing adoption of tools to automate the
governance process and make governance as invisible as possible to the average knowledge worker. 53% of
organizations see automation of information governance processes as “highly important” or a “game changer.”5
Among the 83% utilizing automated or batch agents, the top focus areas are:
n Monitor performance and resilience of ECM/ERM system – 43%
n Detect security risks and misallocated access or confidentiality – 41%
n Flag for deletion based on application of retention rules – 40%

Do you use any automated or batch agents to perform any of the
Do youfollowing
use any functions?
automated(please
or batchcheck
agents
perform
alltothat
apply)any of the
following functions? (please check all that apply)
36%
36%38%

Encrypting or redacting content
Encrypting
or redacting
content
Monitor unusual
user activity

Monitor
user
activity
Monitor performance and resilience
of unusual
ECM/ERM
system
Monitor performance and resilience of ECM/ERM system
Pre-migration data selection or metadata mapping
Pre-migration data selection or metadata mapping
Detect/partition/delete trivial or non-important content
Detect/partition/delete
trivial or
content
Measure access frequency
fornon-important
hierarchical storage

38%

43%
43%

26%
26%
28%

27%28%

Measure access frequency for hierarchical storage
27%
Flag for deletion based on application of retention rules
Flag for deletion based on application of retention rules
Tag/add metadata based on rules
28%
Tag/addaccess
metadata
based on rules
28%
Detect security risks and misallocated
or confidentiality
Detect security risks and misallocated access or confidentiality
Detect duplicate files
31%
Detect duplicate files
31%
Among the 80% focused on automating classification, the top targets are:

40%
40%
41%
41%

n Automatically classify/declare content at the point of ingestion to ECM/RM/email system – 52%
n Automatically classify/declare content as part of workflow/process – 48%
n Prompt for records declaration and suggest classification – 44%

Do you do any of the following? (Check all that apply)
Do you do any of the following? (Check all that apply)

Process migrated content for metadata correction or re-alignment
Process migrated content for metadata correction or re-alignment
Trawl legacy content for data cleansing or improvement
Trawl legacy content for data cleansing or improvement
Use OCR to auto-classify inbound scanned documents
Use OCR to auto-classify inbound scanned documents
Prompt for records declaration and suggest classification
Prompt for records declaration and suggest classification
Automatically classify/declare content as part of workflow/process
Automatically classify/declare content as part of workflow/process
Automatically classify/declare content at the point of ingestion
to ECM/RM/email
system
Automatically classify/declare content
at the point of ingestion
to ECM/RM/email system

19 page
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29%
29%

40%
40%
35%
35%

44%
44%

48%
48%

Organizational
effectiveness vs. IG automation
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Industry Watch
effectiveness
vs.ofIGthe
automation
% of Organizational
organizations answering
"none
above" re a

52%
52%

Prompt
for records
andcorrection
suggest classification
Process
migrated
contentdeclaration
for metadata
or re-alignment

44%

40%
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AutomaticallyTrawl
classify/declare
content
as part
of workflow/process
legacy content
for data
cleansing
or improvement

48%

29%

Automatically
content
at the point
of ingestion
Use classify/declare
OCR to auto-classify
inbound
scanned
documents
to ECM/RM/email system

52%
35%
As might bePrompt
expected,
high
performing
organizations
adoption of automated
for records
declaration
and suggest
classificationare much more aggressive in their
44%
classification technologies (93% of these organization have adopted one or more technique)
than low-performing
organizations
(only
64%).
Automatically classify/declare content as part of workflow/process
48%

Organizational
Automatically classify/declare content at the
point of ingestioneffectiveness vs. IG automation
to
ECM/RM/email
systemanswering "none of the above" re
% of organizations

52%

a
series of information governance automation techniques
36%

Organizational effectiveness vs. IG automation
25%
% of organizations
answering "none of the above" re a
20%
series of information governance automation techniques
36%
7%

25%

high performing
organizations

average
organizations

20%

low performing
organizations

across all
organizations

7%

When comes to the application of automated classification to specific content types, the most popular focus areas are:
Are you using automated declaration/classification for any of
n Email – 54%
the following
content
types?
(Please check all that apply)
n Incoming electronic documents
(PDF, Web,
etc.)
– 45%
high performing
average
low performing
across all
n Incoming scanned documents
– 41%
organizations
organizations 54%
organizations
organizations
n Output documents to customers – 41%
45%

41%

Are you using automated
declaration/classification for any of
41%
the following content types? (Please
35% check all that apply)33%
26%

54%

21%

27%

45%
41%

41%

Incoming Incoming
On exit
Output
Email
scanned electronic
from
documents
documents documents process
to customers
21%
(PDF, Web, workflow
etc.)

35%

33%
Instant SharePoint Internal
Website
messaging
26% social27% content
business
systems

Incoming Incoming
On exit
Output
Email
scanned electronic
from
documents
documents documents process to customers
(PDF, Web, workflow
etc.)

Instant SharePoint Internal
messaging
social
business
systems

Website
content

Additional reading from Iron Mountain: Policy Center. See how much easier
managing retention and privacy can be when you have an online tool that does the legal
research for you.
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In 2014 and again in 2019, organizations were asked two questions that reveal the shift that is
occurring relative to Information Governance automation:
Do you use automated or batch agents to perform any of the following functions?
•

There has been a 36-point decline in the “none of the above” answer since 2014, from 53%
to 17%.

Do you do any of the following? (respondents were provided a list of automated classification
options)
•

There has been a 34-point decline in the “none of the above” answer since 2014, from
54% to 20%.

Important Contexts to Understand in Creating an Information
Governance Strategy (Source: AIIM CIP Study Guide)
l The operating context. Is the organization in the public sector or the private
sector? If the former, what sort of organization is it: local, state, or federal
government; primary education; university; and so forth. If the latter, is it
publicly held or private? Or is it some other type of group such as a non-profit
foundation, a trade association, or a union?
l The geographic context. The locations and jurisdictions an organization
operates in are perhaps the most significant factor in its information governance
environment because laws and regulations will be different in every jurisdiction.
In addition, any organization that operates in multiple jurisdictions will have
to comply with the requirements specific to each of them. This becomes very
complex – and important – given the recent trend towards increased privacy
and data protection regulation around the globe.
l The industry sector context. Some industry sectors operate in very unique
ways, and all of them have their own operating best practices and regulatory
regimes.

Additional reading from Systemware: An organization’s archived content can provide
a lot of value, but retaining this data can incur a fair amount of cost and risk. Archived
content often contains personal customer information and must be managed properly
for compliance and integrity. Systemware has a proven record of navigating this often
complex process.

5

AIIM, 2018, Automating Governance and Compliance, Overall N = 275
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5. There is a clear gap between good intentions
and reality when it comes to the adoption of next
generation tools like AI and machine learning to
automate Information Governance.
At the same time that the use of specific automated agents for batch processing and classification is rising, it is also
increasingly difficult for organizations to stay ahead of the curve of rising information when using only these tools.
Ultimately, manual ingestion of incoming information means poor or missing metadata, which makes it difficult to fully
embrace the next generation of AI and Machine Learning technologies.
We see that 68% of organizations say that the focus of information capture has shifted in their organization from
something that is done after the fact (often for archiving purposes) to something that is done much closer to the point
of information creation as part of a business process.6 On average, though, only 39% of incoming information is
processed automatically – which means more than 60% is still being processed manually.

Think about all of the information and forms of information coming into
your organization. What would be your guess for the percentage of
this information that is processed AUTOMATICALLY?
15%
12%

10%

13%
11%

9%

8%

8%

6%
3%

0%

4%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

AI technologies are key to addressing this gap. There is a “pull” in organizations to take basic information capture
capabilities and extend them
as part of broader
transformation
strategies.automation
70% of organizations
Organizational
effectiveness
vs. information
Average see the link between AI
and their future success.7

in each category -- what % of incoming information

But only 38% of organizations see themselves as “advanced” or “highly advanced” in adopting Artificial
is processed
AUTOMATICALLY?
Intelligent tools to automate the process
of information
governance.

55.0

When it comes to the automatic processing of incoming information, the gap between high and low performing
organizations is particularly profound, creating the foundation for a rising gap between Information Governance “haves”
and “have nots” in the future. This ultimately will further exacerbate the performance 39.1
gaps between organizations. On
average, high performing organizations say they have automated the ingestion of 55% of the information coming into
the organization, while low performers struggle to32.7
automate 23%.

22.6

high performing
organizations

average
organizations

low performing

across all
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0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Organizational effectiveness vs. information automation Average
in each category -- what % of incoming information
is processed AUTOMATICALLY?
55.0
Organizational effectiveness vs. information automation Average
in each category -- what % of incoming information
39.1
is processed AUTOMATICALLY?
55.0

32.7

22.6

39.1

32.7
22.6
high performing
organizations

average
organizations

low performing
organizations

across all
organizations

The reason it is important to automate the ingestion and classification of information as it comes into the organization
performing
average assignment
low performing
across allis critical for such
is that this is an important high
prerequisite
for the automatic
of metadata. Metadata
organizations
organizations
organizations
downstream processes as: organizations
n Providing a framework for how content and documents connect with business processes – 57%

Which of the following uses of metadata are the most important
in your organization? (Please pick three.)

n Enhancing search and retrieval by allowing greater precision than a free-text query – 51%
n Providing a common point of integration across different business applications – 47%
When large volumes of content need to be
44%
analyzed, to provide input for business
and analyticuses
tools. of metadata are the most important
Which ofintelligence
the following
To provide a common point of integration
47%
in business
your organization?
(Please pick three.)
across different
applications.
To provide a foundation for batch
When large volumes
of content
need toatbescale.
processing
of documents
analyzed, to provide input for business
intelligence
andforanalytic
tools.and
To provide
a framework
how content
business
processes.
Todocuments
provide aconnect
commonwith
point
of integration
across
different
business
applications.
To enhance
search
and retrieval
by allowin
greater precision than a free-text query.
To provide a foundation for batch
processing
of documents
at scale.
To flag a security
setting,
validate access
and edit
rights, and thus control Information distribution.
To provide a framework for how content and
documents
connect
business
processes.with
To track
things with
like the
dates associated
a document's associated record schedule.
To enhance search and retrieval by allowin
greater precision than a free-text query.

22%

44%
47%

22%

51%

39%
40%

To flag a security setting, validate access and edit
rights, and thus control Information distribution.

57%

57%
51%

39%

Think
about
all of thewith
information and forms of information in your
To track things
like the
dates associated
40%
a document's
associated
record
schedule.
organization. What would be your guess for the percentage of this
information for which you have sufficient metadata
to manage it effectively?

13% in your
Think about all of the information
and forms of information
13% 13%
12%
organization. What would be your guess12%
for the
percentage of this
information for10%
which you have sufficient metadata
9% 9%
to manage it effectively?
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12% 12%

13%
4%

To provide a framework
for how
content tools.
and
intelligence
and analytic
57%
documents
connect
with business
To provide
a common
point ofprocesses.
integration
47%
acrosssearch
different
business
To enhance
and
retrievalapplications.
by allowin
51%
greater precision
than
a free-textfor
query.
To provide a foundation
batch
22%
processing of documents at scale.
To flag a security setting, validate access and edit
39%
rights,Toand
thus control
Information
provide
a framework
for howdistribution.
content and
57%
documents connect with business processes.
On average, only 49%Tooftrack
incoming
contains
to manage it effectively. Only
things like information
the dates associated
with the necessary metadata needed
40%
To
enhanceassociated
searchas
and“advanced”
retrievalschedule.
by allowin
a document's
record
42% of organizations see
themselves
or “highly advanced” in the use of machine
51% learning to use the
greater precision than a free-text query.
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actual content of a document or record to automatically extract and populate its metadata, clearly an opportunity for
many organizations. To flag a security setting, validate access and edit
39%
rights, and thus control Information distribution.

To track things like the dates associated with
about
all of
theschedule.
information
a Think
document's
associated
record

40% in your
and forms of information
organization. What would be your guess for the percentage of this
information for which you have sufficient metadata
to manage
it effectively?
Think about all of the
information
and forms of information in your

organization. What would13%
be your
of this
13%
13%guess for the percentage
information for which you have12%
sufficient
12% metadata
to manage it effectively?
10%
9%

9%

9%

9%

13% 13%

12% 12%

13%

10%

3%

4%

3%

0%3% 10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

4%
90% 100%
3%

Both AI and Machine Learning are key to meeting the next generation of information management challenges,
Organizational
effectiveness
vs. 50%
adoption
0%
20%
30%this40%
60%of next
70% gen
80%technologies
90% 100%
and many organizations are
clearly10%
unprepared
for
challenge.

% answering "advanced" or "highly advanced"

use of machine learning to use the actual content of a document or record to
Organizational
effectiveness
vs. adoption
automatically
extract and populate
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tools to automate
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advanced"
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71.1
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automatically extract and populate its metadata
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adopting Artificial Intelligent tools to automate the process of information governance
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low performing
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BEST PRACTICES FOR AUTOMATING INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

8 Questions That Will Reveal Metadata Gaps (Source: AIIM CIP Study Guide)
l Who created or received the information? This could be a named user, a
role, or a department.
l Who uses or accesses the information?
l How is the information used? In other words, is it reference material for
customer service; is it synthesized with other information; are actions taken
upon it?
l Who manages the information (to the extent it is managed) on an ongoing
basis?
l Does a particular piece of information exist in more than one format.
rendition, or version? And if so, which one(s) are considered to be the copy of
record?
l What format(s) are used to contain the information?
l Where is the information physically located?
l What kinds of retention requirements govern the lifecycle of the
information?

6

AIIM, 2019, Incorporating Intelligent Capture in Your Digital Transformation Strategy, N = 232

7

AIIM, 2019, Incorporating Intelligent Capture in Your Digital Transformation Strategy, N = 232
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Next Steps – Information Governance
is a Team Effort
Per the AIIM CIP Study Guide, governance is more than policies and procedures. In order to be effective, the
governance model has to have the support of senior management, business unit managers, supervisors, line
managers, end users, and many other specialized roles such as IT, records management, and legal. Accountability
for good governance therefore has to exist at every level and within every department of the organization.
The starting point should be a clear understanding of the “as-is” environment:
n Does your organization have any structures, roles and accountabilities for managing information?
n Are there any policies, objectives and strategies in place for managing information?
n What are your current information governance capabilities, expressed in terms of resources and knowledge

– capital, time, people, processes, systems and technologies?

n What are the existing information systems, information flows and decision-making processes (both formal

and informal)?

n What relationships, perceptions and values exist among internal stakeholders?
n Are there any standards, guidelines and models adopted by your organization for managing information?

Once the strategy is established, it is critical that the Steering Committee that oversees the effort includes
these key roles:
n The program owner acts on behalf of the organization to ensure that the program aligns with the overall

organizational strategy. The owner is personally accountable to the board and senior management for
delivering the benefits of the program. The potential program owner for the IG program could be the CIO,
general counsel, or a VP or even a director depending on how the organization is structured.

n In the context of an information governance program, the business unit manager is responsible for

communicating the benefits of effective information management to the business unit staff. The benefits will
come from the business case initially; the business unit manager will need to translate those benefits into
something to which the employees can relate.

n Information technology (or IT) installs, configures, and maintains the systems that make up the technology

portion of the information management system. IT can refer to internal IT staff, whether centralized and
enterprise-wide or decentralized at the business unit level, or it could refer to an outsourced IT staff.

n Records management does the research to understand the unique records retention and compliance

requirements of the organization and creates the classification structures used to classify organizational
information resources.

n Legal staff are the most likely to receive notice of any requirements to hold and/or produce Information,

including subpoenas, notices of intent to pursue legal action, legal holds, and the like. Legal staff also
conduct or guide the discovery process should it be required.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR AUTOMATING INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
Which department is the MOST INFLUENTIAL in achieving an
automated strategy for information governance?
5%

Don't know

14%

Records & Information Management
Operations

4%
7%

Legal
Privacy & Security
Customer Service & Support
Human Resources
Finance
Marketing
Sales

5%
4%
2%
3%
2%
3%

IT and IT Services

38%
12%

Corporate & Executive level

Two kinds of organizational structures – a Center of Excellence (CoE) and a Community of Practice (CoP) – are key to
making connections between these various stakeholders, resolving their very different priorities, and moving toward
a unified organizational governance strategy.
A Center of Excellence is a governance
structure
or body that
provides
leadership,
guidance,with
and best practices
Which
best describes
your
organization
specifically
around a particular technology, process, or skill. A CoE often serves as the repository of knowledge about a
regardsoftosubject
information
governance?
particular topic. As such, they are generally comprised
matter experts
on that topic. This is a formal
governing body, and its members are assigned to it, ideally in a full-time or significant capacity.

38%

A Community of Practice is similar to the Center of Excellence insofar as it is focused on sharing of knowledge.
However, CoPs tend to be much more organic in their development and growth. People generally join and
participate in communities of practice because they want to, not because it’s part of their job description. Like CoEs,
27%
communities of practice provide opportunities
to share knowledge among practitioners; however, this sharing isn’t
limited to best practices, but often includes lessons learned and even horror stories.

19%

16%

We have both a CoE
and CoP focused
on information
governance.
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We have a CoP
on information
governance,
but not a CoE.

When it comes
to information
governance, we
have neither.

12%

Corporate & Executive level

BEST PRACTICES FOR AUTOMATING INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
Which best describes your organization specifically with
regards to information governance?
38%
27%
19%
16%

We have both a CoE
and CoP focused
on information
governance.

We have a CoE
on information
governance,
but not a CoP.

We have a CoP
on information
governance,
but not a CoE.

When it comes
to information
governance, we
have neither.

At the core, Information Governance is not an “absolute good.” Organizations need to balance the need for
compliance and risk management with the need to achieve their core goals and objectives. Information “stewards”
(also known as Informational Professionals!) are critical to this task. According to the U.S. Geological Survey, these
are the core characteristics of an effective information steward:
n Is accountable for information integrity and quality.
n Creates standards and business rules.
n Specifies and standardizes business terms.
n Communicates with business representatives to identify and ensure that information meets their needs.
n Establishes information security requirements.
n Ensures that documentation is developed and maintained, including documentation related to metadata.
n Validates that organizational and regulatory/compliance access and security requirements are being met.
n Participates in the internal team guiding the governance effort.
n Is an active proponent of best practices.

In other words, organizations need Certified Information Professionals. CIPs are key to all of these tasks and to
modernizing your Information Governance strategy.
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Things You Need to Know About
Automating Information Governance
06

79%

14%
In general, organizaons understand that they are
not invesng sufficiently in Informaon Governance
capabilies. 43% of organizaons feel they are spending
too lile relave to informaon risk, while only 14%
feel they are over-spending.

of organizaons realize that they must transform
into true digital businesses in order to survive.

02

07

60

%

06

73

%
25%

5

14%

1

year

2

years

3

years

4

06

years

years

The perceived risks associated with an Informaon
Governance failure are expanding beyond the
original concerns focused on legal risk:
of customer confidence or bad publicity
41 Loss
from data loss
acon from loss/exposure of personally
38% Regulator
idenfiable informaon (Data Protecon)
of intellectual property or company
35% Loss
confidenal informaon
%

ligaon costs or damages resulng
34% Excess
from poor records keeping

In Partnership with
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68

%

of organizaons see themselves as “advanced”
or “highly advanced” in adopng Arficial
Intelligent tools to automate the process of
informaon governance.

The percentage of organizaons saying that
they have “robust, enterprise-wide informaon
governance policies” nearly doubled over the
past five years – from 14% to 25%.

05

70%
There is a “pull” in organizaons to take basic
informaon capture capabilies and extend
them as part of their broader transformaon
strategies. 70% of organizaons see the link
between AI and their future success.

of organizaons now see Informaon Governance
as “important” or “crical” to their business
strategy.

04

53%
Perhaps the greatest change over the past five years
has been the increasing adop on of tools to automate
the governance process and make governance as
invisible as possible to the average knowledge worker.
53% of organiza ons see automa on of informa on
governance processes as “highly important” or a
“game changer.”

On average, organizaons expect the volume of
informaon coming into their organizaons to grow
from X to 4.2X over the next two years and they
expect over 60% of this informaon to be
unstructured (like a contract or a conversaon)
or semi-structured (like an invoice or a form).

03

43%

10

58%
of organizaons see themselves as “advanced”
or “highly advanced” in the use of machine
learning to use the actual content of a document
or record to automacally extract and populate
its metadata, clearly an opportunity for many
organizaons.
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DEVELOPED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

AvePoint, Inc.
AvePoint accelerates your digital transformation success. Over 16,000 companies and 6 million SharePoint
and Oﬃce 365 users worldwide trust AvePoint software and services for their data migration, management,
and protection needs in the cloud, on-premises and hybrid environments.
A four-time Microsoft Partner of the Year, AvePoint is a Microsoft Global ISV Partner and has been named to
the Inc. 500|5000 six times and the Deloitte Technology Fast 500™ ﬁve times. Founded in 2001, AvePoint is
privately held and headquartered in Jersey City, NJ.

Visit us at

www.avepoint.com

BOX, Inc.
Box (NYSE:BOX) is a leading Cloud Content Management platform that enables organizations to accelerate
business processes, power workplace collaboration and protect their most valuable information, all while
working with a best-of-breed enterprise IT stack. Founded in 2005, Box works with 69 percent of the Fortune
500, including AstraZeneca, General Electric, JLL, and Nationwide, to drive business outcomes. Box is
headquartered in Redwood City, California, with offices across the United States, Europe, and Asia.
To learn more about Box, visit

www.box.com
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DEVELOPED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

Hyland
Hyland is a leading content services provider that enables thousands of organizations to deliver better
experiences to the people they serve.
With more than 3,000 employees around the world, Hyland is widely known as both a great company to work
for and a great company to do business with.
Find us at

Hyland.com

Iron Mountain, Inc.
Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE: IRM), founded in 1951, is the global leader for storage and information
management services. Trusted by more than 225,000 organizations around the world, and with a real estate
network of more than 85 million square feet across more than 1,400 facilities in over 50 countries.
Iron Mountain stores and protects billions of valued assets, including critical business information, highly
sensitive data, and cultural and historical artifacts. Providing solutions that include information management,
digital transformation, secure storage, secure destruction, as well as data centers, cloud services and art
storage and logistics, Iron Mountain helps customers lower cost and risk, comply with regulations, recover
from disaster, and enable a more digital way of working.
Find out more at

www.ironmountain.com
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DEVELOPED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

Shinydocs Corporation
Shinydocs is document intelligence, organizing enterprise information and making it actionable and understood.
Our focus is on global organizations with over 1000 employees that are concerned with data governance and
information security. Companies that need to get their arms around all their data, scattered across repositories and
growing at an exponential rate.
Current clients include energy and utility interests trying to get a handle on asset management, financial and
insurance firms dealing with expanding privacy regulations and enterprise organizations worried about growing
cyberthreats, security breaches and data loss prevention.
No other company comes close to delivering our speed to value and quality of insights. We’ve crawled 700TBs
of unstructured data to identify content for remediation in under 48 hours for organizations in the face of an
audit. We’ve delivered auto-classification at machine speeds using artificial intelligence to bring documents
into compliance and ensure the right information gets to the right people at the right time. We use our deep
understanding of records management to guide our clients to outcomes based results.
Learn more at

www.shinydocs.com

Systemware, Inc.
Systemware has been a pioneer in enterprise content management for nearly 40 years, helping some of the world’s
largest and most highly regulated organizations capture content from a variety of business systems, ﬁnd it wherever
it is stored and deliver it in the context needed for each business line.
Their content services platform, Content Cloud, helps organizations modernize their content management,
interoperate with a range of repositories and systems, automate their processes, personalize their experience, and
enable their content for business intelligence.
Systemware is committed to ensuring organizations meet information governance requirements in a manner that
optimizes cost and complexity, while providing a tailored experience for users.
Learn more at

www.systemware.com
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Connect the Dots Between
Information Governance
and Your Business Strategy

As you’ve discovered in this report, the explosion of information chaos
and the increasing importance and value of information have paved the
way for new opportunities. Organizations are not only leveraging their IG
for compliance and legal risk but to improve overall business strategy.
AIIM’s Information Governance training course has been designed to
help you do the same. Learn how to automate your governance and
compliance approaches for maximum effectiveness.
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Click here to learn more and to start your learning today.
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LOOKING

FOR

YOUR

NEXT STEP?
Do you have a question about this
research? Would you like to discuss
these findings with other members
of AIIM?
CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE
ONLINE DISCUSSION
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What’s Next?

Every organization in the world is on, or should be on, a Digital Transformation journey. How effectively you
navigate this journey relies on how adept your organization is at combating the rising tide of information chaos.
This requires new strategies and skills that extend beyond traditional ECM. We call this modern approach
Intelligent Information Management.
This course explores how your role as an information professional is critical to accelerating business activities,
enriching customer experiences, and improving operational agility.
You will learn how to:
n Create and capture information
n Extract intelligence from information
n Digitalize information-intensive processes
n Automate governance and compliance
n Implement an information management solution
The Foundations of Intelligent Information Management Workshop was designed as a primer for the Certified
Information Professional exam. For attending, you will receive the CIP Study Guide and a voucher for one free
CIP exam registration.

Learn More

Here at AIIM, we believe that information is your most important asset and we want to teach you the skills to manage it. We’ve
felt this way since 1943, back when this community was founded.
Sure, the technology has come a long way since then and the variety of information we’re managing has changed a lot, but
one tenet has remained constant. We’ve always focused on the intersection of people, processes, and information. We help
organizations put information to work.
AIIM is a non-profit organization that provides independent research, training, and certification for information professionals.
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